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DOPPLER NAVIGATION RADAR
GENERAL

--

The problem of navigation resolves itself into several fundamental questions.
Where am I, where am I going, and bow fast am I going there? Under ideal
conditions, the airspeed indicator and compass would furnish precise answers to the last two questions. However, under normal flying conditions,
wind adds a factor which causes the compass and airspeed indication to vary
greatly from true ground track and ground speed. The APN-147 Doppler
radar system gives the answer. Its advantages are that it operates without
the need of any auxiliary ground station; it is capable of operating day or
night; it is capable of operating in any weather condition; and it is capable
of.operating at any latitude.
The APN-147 measures and displays aircraft ground speed and drift angle.
Ground speed is the actual rate of travel over the earth's surface. Drift
angle is the angular difference between aircraft beading and the path that
it follows over the earth. Ground speed is displayed in nautical miles per
hour (knots) on the navigator's instrument panel. It is also supplied to the
ASN-35 Doppler computer, the ASN-24 computer and the C-U c ompass.
Drift angle is displayed on the navigator's panel as degrees left or right of
ground track. Drift information is also supplied to the ASN-35 and ASN-2-i
computers.
AIRCR.!\FT INSTALLATIO:-i
The Doppler system consists of five components. They are as follows:
• Transceiver

RT-625 ()

• Antenna

AS-1168

• Frequency tracker

CV-1181

• Indicator

ID-938

• Control panel

C-3818 ( )

A test receptacle is also provided on the side of the navigation J box.

The
location, power sources, and cabling is shown on the "Aircraft Installation"
illustration.
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SYSTEM OPERATION
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The control panel and indicator at the navigator ' s station contains the necessary
controls for system O!)eration. The POWER switch is used to energize the system for manual slewing ("SLEW " position) and automatic operation ("ON" position). In the "SLEW" position ground speed and drift angle momentary slew
switches are enabled. The slew switches allow the operator to manually insert
estimated aircraft ground speed and drift angle values into the system. If the
inserted values are near actual values the radar will acquire " lock-on" in flight
after-t he POWER switch is placed to "ON" . After " lock-on'' the radar will automatically track any change in ground speed or drift angle and will continuously
maintain drift angle and ground speed indications. The slew switches are disabled when the POWER switch is in the " ON'' position.
The LAND-SEA switch provides proper corrections of ground speed readings for
the type of surface over which the aircraft is flying. The ''LAND" position of the
LAND-SEA switch is used when the set is o perated over land. When flying o,·er
water sea-state error results in the reduction of t he Doppler shift as the t·adar
wa ve s are r eflected fro m the water. T hi,; reduc <ion of Dopp:c,· shift wc:.u!c ;·(·suit ia a decreased ground speed read-out if it was not corr.;>ensated . : . ~:; ?e r cent co rrect:on is necessary due to this error. The "SEA- LO" switc h pu.;i:ton
is used when flying low over water and when returns are suificiently s trong to
maintain constant "lock-on" , however the ground speed reading is corrt~c ted 1. 25
;>crcent and remains accurate. At higher a ltitudes whe re retun: signal s: r .:::;t:.
is lower, the "SEA- HI " position is used. Depending on the sea condition (smoot!~ I
the amplitude of the received signals is also reduced. In the "SEA-HI" position
~o modes of operation are possible: ''SEA-HI'' operation which is simil:J.r to
"SEA-LO•· operation, and Smooth Sea operation where antenna beam angle is increased in order to maintain " lock-on" . Smooth Sea is less accurate than "SEAHI". In actual operation the set automatically cyc les between the two modes
approximately e very 60 seconds unless "lock-on" is achieved in the " SEA- LO"
operation. In this event "SEA- LO" operation is r.1aintained lmLil toss of the t·eturn
signal occurs.

I

NOTE: The automatic cycling described occurs only when the LAJI.'D-SEA switch
is in the "SEA-HI" position.

.,
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Insufficient signal or system malfunction are indicated by memory
lights on the control panel, and by
an OFF flag and memory light on the
indic ator. The indicator displays
drift angles of 40 degrees l..!ft or right
and ground speed up to 999 knots. Max(mwrr-drift is limited to 38 degrees left
or right in the antenna.
A pre-takeoff pushbutton on the in-

dicator, when momentarily pressed,
provides preset selection of ground
speed and drift angle. The ground
speed indicator will slew to 165
knots and the drift indicator will
slew to 0 degrees. The pre-takeoff pushbutton is disabled by a
touchdown r elay when pressure is
relieved from the main landing gear
at lift-off.
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SPECIFICATIONS
DOPPLER RADAR APN-147
CHARACTERISTIC

SPEC !FICATI0 :-1

Operating frequency

8.8 GHz

::-<omin:ll Doppler f!'.,quency
Silift

20 . 66 Hz/ kno t i !..A :-;-i)

t!1 or:e;

20 . 48 Hz/ kno~ (l5EA :nocic)

6. 67 Hz/ ktlct (smooth Sea r.1odeJ

Emission type

F\!-CW

Modulation

Sinusoidal 0 . 67 or 1. 08 :\!Hz

Power output

500 :\1illiwatts nominal
370 Milliwatts nominal

Operating altitude

100 feet to 50, ooo feet

Drift angle

\

16-4

..

Up to maximum 40 degrees L or
+
· R -1/4 degrees
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SPECIFICATIONS (continued)
DOPPLER RADAR APN-147
SPECIFICATION

CHARACTERISTIC

I'

Ground speed

70 KT to 1000 Kt :!: 5 percent

Antenna attitude limits

Pitch:!: 20 degrees, stabilized
:!: 1 degree
Roll ± 30 degrees

Ant.e nna drive rates

Pitch 1 degr~e per second
Drift 3 degrees per second

BLOCK DIAGRAM THEORY OF OPERATION
The Doppler radar measures groundspeed and drift angle using the "Doppler
Effect". The "Doppler Effect" is the frequency shift induced into a signal when
the transmitter or receiver, or both, are in motion in relation to each other.
The amount of Doppler shift is directly proportional to the aircraft velocity
(groundspeed) and can be expressed by the mathematical formula:
Doppler shift
Where F

c

=F f

frequency transmitted

·.- = velocity oi aircraft (groundspeed)
C =

sp ~ed

ci

~!gh:

(propag 3.tion •: eloc i ty ;,f !':ida.:-

'.\"l \ ":: .

T he Doppl;;r .;hiit i~ t.:()W:U'ci (" l p-Ooppl<lr" ) una b.;,ar.; transmi<:eci ;orv:a:-,_: ~f :i
moving aircraft and downwar d ("Down-Doppler '') on a bea:n t!·ansr:litted a::. Tw<>
other factors must be c onsidered when the Doppler shift is measured by a r adar
st:t i:t :10 aircraft . f !.~· .;:., si:u; c :lo th th.t' ::ransrnitte r ant! rcceh· e-:· are i.C c :l :~c! :::
the aircraft, two Dop;1ier s huts are cre:ncd. One when the wave is tran~r.;itt<:c
and the second as it is reflected back to the aircraft. .A factor of two must now
be added to the Dop9ier formula.
Doppler shift= 2 F

~

The second fa-: tor that must be considered is the angle of antenna radiation. .\!::.xi mum Doppler shift would be receive d if the antenna beam wO.s transmitted dead
ahead. If the beam was directed straight down at the earth, the Doppler shift
would ue minimum . Since in the aircraft the beam is directed to the ground at an
angle between dead ahead (0 degrees) and straight down (90 degrees) , we introduce
a factor to compensate for this . The factor used is the cosine of the radiating
i

.

'-~·
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angle . The complete Doppler formula then becomes:
_ ? F V cos radiating angle
D opp1e r s hlft -C
The Doppler shifts incurred, above and below the transmitted frequency, are de tected and converted into an audio signal within the Doppler system at the nominal frequency of 10.33 Hz per knot of groundspeed. The audio signal is used for
groundspeed and drift angle computations.
The Doppler system transmits one fan-shaped beam forward and one aft. The
transmitted beams are angled below the aircraft, fore and aft at a 70 degree depression angle. This creates an RF energy pattern on the ground much like the
illwnination pattern of a flashlight beamed at· an angle onto a tabletop.

..

::.

-"

Two receiv er beams are utiiized si!':'lult4.l.~eous ly ,
io ..i!-:i::6 aft . T his .l :)i ~ity cr :: r~{!:1:· ~!=: tc ~?·-.~ k :\1

..

c~e

icok1ng fo!'"\vard. ::-te o::~~ :"
:-:; ; ..! i:: ::(>tio :; ~ ::.: on~e i3 c ~ ~l t· '
:.u- .. c :·:·5;:'4 f!"c;~ ~:1~ ~-= ::: ..-r : .. i:0 ....f :::·.•

''Ja:'l~s ·' opero.u on. 7 lJe fo re ::u~·j ::J: be~!~~.!
aircraft and are switched frorr. side to side o.t a 3/ -< s~cond rat~. During the
first ! / 4 second period the rece ived beams cv·:~r the r ig~·n for.\·:1:-d :1nd left :l..ft

se gments of the

:~·ansmittcci t)~t:erns .

X\n· ~~c :1e xt :.!.'-i sec iJr.t! the !le.:1:~~s CO\'C:'

the left forward and r;ght aft s egments.
The tracker circuits measure g:rourldspecd by determining (freqt:ency tr:tcki ng)
the Doppler shift. Th<! difference betwee n the Up- Doppler and Down- Doppler
frequencies is detected to produce a .Janus Doppler audio signal which is the sum
of the two Doppler shifts and is representative of groundspeed. The Janus Doppler signal is used to drive a servo. Rotation of the servo shaft, which is analogous to groundspeed, controls a servo loop which positions the digit;1l gro undspeed readout on the indicator.
iti-6

•.
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vNSWITCHEC TRANSMITT£0
S(AI'< PATTtRN

8[A.H

PA TTER 'I

S l O E "A ''

~OR

3/4 StCO•IC

In "LAND'' mode each knot of ground speed creates a Doppler shift of 20 . ti6 Hz
Janus audio. Janus audio is 20.40 H.z per knot in either. "LO SEA'' or ''HI SEA"
modes. ''Smooth Sea" is an automatic funct ion of the manually selected " HI SEA"
mode. Smooth Sea operation occurs when the received signal strength is inadequate to provide normal "SEA" operation. In Smooth Sea operation the forward
beams tilt down an additional 7 degrees and the rear receiver bea:ns are disab led.
The additional depressioa ·a,ogle and l oss of thP rear beams resu lts in a lowe1·
Doppler s hiit (6. 67 Hz.'lmot non--Janus). For one m inute out oi e""ry two, t~c
s :·.;r e;i1 ..~1-!tU:.:· n s to n'j,·:r.. a: Jo.:;ns operat:on. lf, during this one tninute t)e:-io d
..tc!t:qua~e sig~ai 1::;; hein6 ~~~cc!\' ad. the :systcr.~ remains ia Janu.:> o peratic n a ou.!
.~:')e~ ;:-.;; 1·e~· :.:: :. t..) S moot:~ Sea u!'ltil t!1t- received s ignal again decreases be lo\·. s
;::.. .·\,. >~: ~= · :.r :: ..S:'i.:·· : ,.n: :: . ;.-..1~ i!: ~. ...::.:•t•i \'(: \.~ ~): .t~· li~ s.... ,)Oth Sc.·a :!i(I C!...- i~ 1:: )',.:.:·:·.: .~ - >J~' :!: : r.1 ~ .T..h·:: : 1~ : .t t.; t ~ ..... !::i:1<.t..:e:- a~ )j.i r;> :~ i !!:a~ e !;· o ne r~:inut...- 0~1 ..; i.· .:.. ·.· :·
: -.·
!)~·:.:·t

~s ;a~:.t~ul· ..-~..: '>~:

t·Om t,a:·iug t he a . c r:tge Doppler shift incurr().:! in o nt.:
.:::·:Lf: L l o' ~ :·:·:.:d !n t!:t: j,hl: l'.)::\ \1.; 3, 4 .6vcor.d pc ;:" d . :\~ 
.:. . ·~-.~. !,;'...:. d::i!·l (.· :.r.t!hh.:-r~ ~:,.:s t-~ Z.J..:. :· .: r:.l(~ ! ~\.'":1Ji:1g a:11..! ~rvua ~ t.:·ack :: H'£: 1~vt U! ..
same ; the: Doppler shift \\' ill be grcat"r in onte receiver ueam position than in ~!'le
vtht:;·. A:> !O n1:t a s :1 ~ 1-i :iC'cond c h~n ge in Doppler s !liit exists, a servo with in t h~
::.. a.cker will positiP;~ th~ ant'-' an:t, righr. o 1· left iro r:~ the ~irc.:·~t c t:'nte!'line . :..:n ri!
a ~ t0ady Doppler condition is reat:hed . T he antenna cemerlil1e will th~n be :llvn~
the groUJ:d track. Drift anglt~ is the angular differ.,nce between aircraft cent e,·: ;:·." and antem1a ce nterline. A ::;ynchro loop, controlled by antenna mo,·ement.
p"sitions the drift angle nec<!lc on t he i11dico.tor .
··

.1ngh:

· ~ ~~::-r.t~ :l :: c ~· :, .. ~ ~:1 \.:~ •

A built-in sampling (lock-check) circuit determines if the displayed information
is accurate by introducing errors int-o the system a:1d checks for the correct respon::;e. If the response is incorrect or the received signal is inadequate to sus tain Janus or Smooth Sea operation the system goes into memory . While in

16-;

mory the indicator is automatically locked to the last valid ground speed and
1ft angle readings. The warning flag appears and the memory lights are illumated. While ttle system is in memory, a continuous check of the received sigalis made to determine whether its strength is adequate to restore normal Janus
Jr Smooth Sea operation .

..
The Doppler transmitter produces a Frequency Modulated (FM) Continuous Wave
(CW) carrier. The modulation signal is generated in the modulator and applied to
. the transmitter klystron. The klystron output is applied to the transmitting antenna.
The returned signals are amplified in two IF strips and sent to the Janus ptixer.
The Janus mixer adds the Up-Doppler and Down- Doppler from the IF strips. The
Janus Doppler then supplies the frequency comparator. The frequency comparator
locks a linear voltage controlled audio oscillator to the Doppler audio frequency.
T he shaft angle of the oscillator-driving servo is transmitted to the indicator as an
analog of groundspeed.
The modulator generates ·signals of 0.67 or 1.08 megahertz (MHz). The frequencies are switched alternately at a 15 Hz rate. Multiplying stages select
harmonics nearest 3. 3 MHz from each signal. These multiplied frequencies are
used by th~-receiver. The 15 Hz time-stlared 0. 67 or 1. 08 MHz signal is superimposed upon the D-C repeller voltage supply of the transmitting klystron. The
klystron output is an 8, 800 MHz, frequency modulated carrier with the modulating signal plus harmonics of the modulating signal appearing in the sidebands
of the carrier. The klystron output is fed through a coupler to the transr.1itting
array. This array consists of a slotted waveguide with a horn reflector. The
slots are cut to direct a fan-shaped beam forward and aft at equal an;les to the
aircraft centerline. The coupler directs a small sam(:le of t!le trar.sr:-.i:ted -a nergy
to U1e receiver mixers.
The rece!\"ing array consists of two slotted waveguide sectio:-:s JOiced ~~C'k to bac1~.
One is slotted to receive forward, the other aft. The received beamwicth i3 approximately one-hali the width of the transmitted beams. The refl ectors are
shaped wdirect the received beams :o the left or right half of the :ransn~itted
beams. When the forward beam is bein~ r eflected lei:, :.'1e aft bea~1 is reflected
right. Three-quarters of a second later the waveguide assembly is rotated !SO
degrees. Now the forward beam is reflected right, the aft beam left.

.·.,

A waveguide switch connects the ou!;)ut from the array~ to the balanced mLxers.
The balanced mixers beat the sample of the transmitted energy from the coupler,
with the incoming reflected energy. The result is a broad spectru~ of frequencies consisting of the harmonic sidebands and the Doppler frequencies. Included
is the IF plus or minus the Doppler. This signal is the third or fifth harmonic of
the 0. 67 or 1. 08 MHz modulating frequencies. This signal is fed to the IF amplifiers. The IF is stagger- tuned for broad-band operation. The IF plus or minus
Doppler frequency is mixed with the signal from the multiplier in the modulator .
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DIAGRAM

Rectifying and filtering yields the Doppler frequencies. The output of the right
IF amplifier will be Up-Doppler, while the output of the left IF amplifier is DownDoppler. Three-quarters of a second later this condition is reversed as antenna
switching occurs.
·
The outputs of the IF amplifiers are connected to the frequency tracker unit, where
they are applied to the Janus mixer. The purpose of the Janus mixer is to add the
. Up-and-Down Dopplers. This is accomplished by producing single sideband signals using approximately 100 kilohertz as the carrier frequency. By selecting the
ujlper sideband of one balanced modulator and the lower sideband of the other, the
sum of the Doppler shifts can be obtained through a "square law detector".
In the amplifier and phase splitter circuits the Up Doppler and Down Doppler is
added to a carrier from the crystal oscillator. For explanation purposes we will
assume that the Crystal Oscillator frequency is 100 KHz. In the balanced modulator and filter circuits the sum and difference frequencies are obtained and the
carriers are suppressed. Upper Sideband (USB) filters eliminate the lower sideband. As an example if Up Doppler and Down Doppler were both 5 KHz then the
output of each of the USB filters would be 105 KHz. The crystal oscillator frequency" is doubled (200KHz) and mixed with the outp~t from one of the USB filters.
In our example 105 KHz out of the USB filters would result in sum and
difference frequencies of 305 and 95 KHz being applied to the Lower Sideband
(LSB) filter. The LSB filter then passes 95 KHz to the square law detector where
it is mixed with the 105 KHz from the other USB filter to produce a Janus Doppler
signal of 10 KHz (differenc e frequency). In actual usage the input Doppler frequency will vary from 1 to 10KHz as groundspeed changes. This results in a
change of 2 ~o 20KHz of Janus Doppler.
The bandwidth of the USB filters is appro:>amately 100. 5 to 106 KHz. If the C.:-ystal oscillator fr equency was maintainec: ··:l.: 100 KHz then at higher Dcpple: frcqueacies :he sum of the crys:al oscillator and Doppler frequencies would be abo\'e
the VSB filter raage. To compensate for :his the actual frequency of the crystal
oscillator is changed from 99 . 8 to 96.9 to 95. 1 as groundspeed is increased.
The Janus Doppler is then fed through an amplifier to the frequency c omparator.
The frequency comparator generates a shaft position analog of groundspeed by
slaving a linear-voltage-controlled audio oscillator (phantastron) to the Doppler
frequency . This shaft position is used by the navigator's groundspeed indicator.
Frequency comparison is accomplished by mixing the output of a phantastron with
the incoming Doppler signal through a diode mixer. The output of the mixer is
amplified and fed to low-pass filter. If the phantastron frequency is considerably
larger or smaller than the Janus Doppler frequency, the filter rejects the beat
note produced in the mixer. As the phantastron approaches the Doppler frequency,
the beat note is reduced in frequency until it is within the bandpass of the filter.
The filter output is rectified, producing a D-C voltage when the phantastron is
near the Doppler frequency .
VOL. VI
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The phantastron may be either above or below the Doppler frequency and produce
a beat note within the bandpass of the filter. A five-cycle switch alternately
shorts out and opens around a resistor in series with the pho.ntastron pote ntiometer. This superimposes a five- Hz square wave upon the D-C phantastron control voltage. This change in control voltage causes an up and down shift in the
pbantastrDn output frequency at a five cycle rate. If the mean value of the pbo.ntastron frequency is centered in the spectru m of Doppler frequencies the phantastr">n shifts equal amounts above and below the Doppler frequency. The beat
note is of t he same frequency and amplitude during both frequency periods. A
constant D-C voltage is produced. The five c ycle switch causes the DC to c harge
.
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,.

either in an increasing or decreasing frequency direction until the mean frequency
is centered about the Doppler frequency. Switches on the groundspeed shaft change
the carrier frequency in the Janus mixer crystal oscillator to the different valves
needed to keep the mL'<ed sig:1al within the USB filter ranges. A synchro mounted
on the shaft transmits an analog of groundspeed to the navigator's indicator.
The foregoing discussion presumed that the Doppler frequency remained constant.
If there is an antenna drift error, the Doppler frequency is nigher for one period
of antenna switching than the other. The frequency tracker therefore tends to
track upward (in frequency) for approximately three-quarters of a second, then
downward for three-quarters of a second. This is due to the effect of the beam
angle on the Doppler. Since the voltage causing the frequency to 'track upward
and downward is related to the antenna switching rate, the same voltage can be
used to position the antenna to null out the difference in frequency. The two halves
of a drift reversing stage are alternately enabled by a switch on the antenna . The
drift reversing stage will either pass the signal as is or reverse the signal phase,
depending on the instantaneous antenna switching state. This process keeps the
antenna driving in the proper direction until the frequency differences due to antenna s~itching are nulled out.
Drift angle is determined from the antenna position and is transmitted to the navigator's indicator by a synchro. The synchro rotor is geared to the antenna; its
stator is clamped to the antenna saddle.
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If the phantastron is initially positioned too far from the Doppler frequency, the
filtel' output would be zero. The capacitors at the r.>.tgnetic moddator input would
not be charged a nc t he system would appea::- to he locked on. To ;:. r e\'ent 'il:s, a
lock·check syste:n is used. The lock-check system adds or s\.ibtrac:s resistances
ev~·:·y 3 . .) secon~s i~ se!'ics with the r>hant.a.:Hron poten tiorr~·~t8!' . :his c~uses t::~
;;r~:n;~d sp Ged s~ r'.·v to 1)e C:- iven brieily t;pw:l!'d ·~en ,..!O\\' !i'·V3..!"ct :.1t a~. :; .s e-: ..i .:..: :·.ue.
A ~:lC :!O:ne ;e r g ener ator is c~nnectcd :o tnc groundspeed .5 ha.:·:. T:te tacho :-:~e:e r
output is connected to a detector IVhich is gated by the lock-check switche s. If thE
motor turns according to the error introduced by the lock-checl: :;witches, the detecto:- outp:;.t wi! ~ ho!C : ~~·: lock-check rcl~y en!!:-giz:?.i . U til~ :notJr Co~s z~·Jt -: ri·: -: ,
or turns in the wrong direction, the relay will deenergi:~;e and place the system in
memory operation.

The navigator'.; ir>dtcator normally receives groundspeed and drift in the :orm cf
synchro signals. A control transformer and servo displays groundspeed on a
drum-type counter. Drift is c!.isplayed by a synchro repeater a,nd pointer. ln
memory operation, the drift pointer and groundspeed drums are locked. The
synchros in the indicator are then used as a reference to hold the groundspeed and
drift servos in the frequency tracker in their last position. The position is held
until the radar is able to lock on the returned signal. The memory outputs of the
indicator are fed into the phase sensor in the electronic control amplifier.
'·· .........
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